
 



 

Background 
DevOps is simply shorthand for “Development      

Operations,” and it’s often tempting for some to        

describe any software development operation as being       

engaged in DevOps. However, among its astute       

practitioners, DevOps is an established paradigm of       

software development and delivery. There are      

generally agreed-upon principles, practices, and     

processes; and organizations that fail to become       

effective DevOps practitioners experience reduced     

product quality and stability, unnecessary expenses,      

prolonged delivery timelines, and talent acquisition and       

retainment challenges.  

 

Konture defines DevOps as the effective integration of        

six fundamental aspects of software development and       

delivery, which are depicted in the figure below: 

 

 

Elements of DevOps 

Agile 

At the heart of DevOps is Agile Software Development.         

According to the Agile Alliance, a non-profit dedicated        

to promoting the principles of Agile Software       

Development, “Agile is the ability to create and respond         

to change. It is a way of dealing with, and ultimately           

succeeding in, an uncertain and turbulent      

environment.” We believe that an organization’s      1

DevOps practices must enable a team to operate more         

effectively in an agile environment. 

Core Concepts 

The Agile Alliance has done an excellent job further         

enumerating 12 Principles of Agile Software      

Development.  2

 

1. Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer        

through early and continuous delivery of      

valuable software. 

2. Welcome changing requirements, even late in      

development. Agile processes harness change     

for the customer's competitive advantage. 

3. Deliver working software frequently, from a      

couple of weeks to a couple of months, with a          

preference for a shorter timescale. 

1 Agile Alliance (2019). What is Agile. Retrieved from 
https://agilealliance.org 
2 Agile Alliance (2019). 12 Principles Behind the Agile 
Manifesto. Retrieved from  https://www.agilealliance.org 
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4. Business people and developers must work      

together daily throughout the project. 

5. Build projects around motivated individuals.     

Give them the environment and support they       

need, and trust them to get the job done. 

6. The most efficient and effective method of       

conveying information to and within a      

development team is face-to-face conversation. 

7. Working software is the primary measure of       

progress. 

8. Agile processes promote sustainable    

development. The sponsors, developers, and     

users should be able to maintain a constant        

pace indefinitely. 

9. Continuous attention to technical excellence     

and good design enhances agility. 

10. Simplicity--the art of maximizing the amount of       

work not done--is essential. 

11. The best architectures, requirements, and     

designs emerge from self-organizing teams. 

12. At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to         

become more effective, then tunes and adjusts       

its behavior accordingly. 

Continuous Integration and Delivery 

Continuous Integration and Delivery is the process of        

continuously integrating small contributions to a project       

at regular intervals, and continuously delivering those       

changes to customers. 

Core Concepts 

Incremental Change 
Change to a system should be introduced in small         

increments. 

 

Source Control and Branching 
Source code should be stored in a version control         

system, and only tested and approved changes should        

be merged into the main deployment branch.  

 
Semantic Versioning 
Every release should be assigned a semantic version.  3

 
Automated Scanning and Testing 
Every new contribution to a system (i.e. new code)         

should undergo automated vulnerability scanning and      

testing prior to acceptance. 

 
Multiple Environments 
An organization should maintain at least two isolated        

infrastructure environments, one for development and      

testing, and one for production. 

 

Environment Parity 
Non-production environments should be as similar to       

production as possible, with regards to dependencies,       

configuration, networking, and security controls.  

 

 

3 Preston-Warner, T. (2019). Semantic Versioning 2.0.0. 
Retrieved from https://semver.org/ 
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Multiple Deployment Stages 
A release should progress through pre-production      

stages (i.e. development and staging) for testing and        

evaluation prior to being released to production.  

 

Immutable Deployment Artifacts 
A deployment artifact (i.e. executable, package, OS       

image, docker image, etc.) should be immutable as it         

progresses towards production. Any changes made      

constitutes a new artifact that must progress through        

the entire pipeline.  

 

Low Impact Deployments 
Changes released to production should only be made        

available to a limited subset of users prior to impacting          

the entire population.  

Infrastructure as Code 

Infrastructure as Code is the process of provisioning,        

orchestrating, and managing change to compute      

environments. Today, there exists dozens of platforms       

in which computing resources and managed services       

can be provisioned and orchestrated via Domain       

Specific Languages (DSLs). Some of the more       

common platforms are Terraform, Ansible, Chef,      

Puppet, and SaltStack.  

Core Concepts 

Configuration Management 
Operating systems’ configuration files and package      

installations should be scripted via a configuration       

management platform, such as Ansible, Chef, or       

Puppet.  

 

Infrastructure Provisioning and Orchestration    

Infrastructure, such as virtual machines and managed       

services, should be scripted and provisioned via       

infrastructure management tools, such as Terraform or       

AWS CloudFormation. Although it is commonplace,      

Konture does not recommend using a configuration       

management tool such as Ansible, Chef, or Puppet for         

this purpose. 

 

Cloud Computing 
Konture recommends leveraging public cloud     

computing services, such as Amazon Web Services,       

Microsoft Azure, or Google Cloud Platform for most        

computing workloads. This enables software teams to       

focus on development, testing, and operation of       

software rather than managing physical infrastructure. 

 

Managed Services 
Managed services should be used when possible if the         

service meets security, capability, and performance      

requirements. The cost premiums associated with      

managed services often pales in comparison to the        

human effort required to custom build comparable       

capabilities. 

 

Containers 
The advent of Docker has revolutionized the delivery of         

software by more tightly coupling configuration      

management with the application to be deployed.       
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Overall, containers can drastically reduce the amount       

of configuration management and infrastructure     

orchestration code required to deploy applications, and       

Konture highly recommends this approach for most use        

cases.  

 

CI/CD 
As it is often neglected, it’s important to note that          

infrastructure as code should also adhere to the        

principles of Continuous Integration and Delivery.  

Application Development 

Naturally, established paradigms and architectures for      

application development should be integrated into the       

DevOps paradigm. Although there are numerous      

architectures and frameworks to consider, Konture      

generally focuses on the following principles. 

Core Concepts 

Test Driven Development 
Software should be accompanied with automated tests,       

such as unit and integration tests, which ideally cover         

more than 80% of the code base. Virtually every         

programming language provides testing capabilities as      

well as static code analysis tools. Manual quality        

assurance and user testing is also a vital component of          

the test driven approach.  

 

 
 
 

Service Oriented Architecture 
Components of a system should serve discrete roles,        

and communicate with one another over defined       

network protocols and interfaces.  4

 

Dependency Management 
Dependencies should be installed using an appropriate       

package manager, and each package should be       

installed with an explicit version.  

Cybersecurity 

Cybersecurity is the process of preventing and       

detecting malicious actors from disrupting service or       

compromising sensitive information.  

Core Concepts 

NIST Guidelines and Applicable Regulations 
The National Institute of Standards and Technology       

publishes a Cybersecurity Framework with detailed      5

standards on how to secure critical infrastructure.       

Konture recommends every organization follow these      

standards, in addition to any legally-mandated      

requirements, to prevent data breaches and mitigate       

liability. 
 
 
 

4 The Open Group SOA Working Group (2007). 
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). Retrieved from 
https://publications.opengroup.org/white-papers/soa/w074 
5 National Institute of Standards and Technology (2018). 
Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure 
Cybersecurity, Version 1.1. Retrieved from 
https://www.nist.gov/cyberframework/framework 
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Automated Compliance 
Cybersecurity controls such as vulnerability scanning,      

intrusion detection, and continuous monitoring, and      

security alerts should be automated as much as        

possible to ensure compliance and avoid human error. 

 
Centralized Identity and Access Management 
Identity and access management should be      

centralized. This means that there is one service that         

functions as the single source of truth for internal users          

and their roles and permissions. Typically this is an         

Active Directory Service (AD), and all other services        

federate identity through the AD. 

Operational Analytics 

Technical organizations must have complete visibility      

into the operation of their software and infrastructure to         

ensure stability, efficiency, and security. Logs and       

metrics should be aggregated in an analytics platform        

where stakeholders can search and analyze data. 

Core Concepts 

Data Sources 
Data should be aggregated from all systems and layers         

to ensure complete visibility. This includes: 
● Server Applications 

● Client Applications 

● Infrastructure 

● Network Traffic 

● User Access 

 

Continuous Monitoring and Alerts 
Metrics and logs should be continuously monitored for        

performance and security, and alarm thresholds should       

be set to detect anomalous events and alert        

stakeholders who can mitigate impact.  

 

Event Traceability 
Key metadata should be attached to every log event so          

operators can identify the exact component that       

produced the event.  

DevOps In Practice 
DevOps is greater than the sum of its parts. So far,           

we’ve looked at each component of DevOps in        

isolation. But ultimately, DevOps is their effective       

integration, which must be accomplished both from a        

cultural and technical standpoint.  

Fostering a DevOps Culture  

The benefits of DevOps cannot be realized without a         

culture and team structure that supports, promotes,       

and enforces the core principles the paradigm. It        

requires every member of the team participate and        

make decisions based on the core principles. 

 
Cross-Functional Teams 
As DevOps is a cross-functional paradigm, it is only         

logical that teams are cross-functional in nature,       

meaning a team is comprised of members who        

represent a variety of disciplines, including agile,       

design, development, infrastructure, and cybersecurity,     
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working together to build a product or particular        

feature.  

 
Integrate DevOps into the Entire Employment      
Lifecycle 
DevOps should be at the core of the employment         

lifecycle (i.e. recruitment, hiring, training, and retaining)       

to ensure the team is aligned on the principles of the           

paradigm. 

The DevOps Toolchain 

Today, selling DevOps tools is big business, with        

companies like Atlassian, GitLab, and Hashicorp      

focused almost entirely on selling products that help        

integrate the components of DevOps. The following are        

some of the common categories of software tools that         

should be in your DevOps toolchain. Most importantly,        

these tools should be integrated with one another to         

create a seamless and efficient workflow from design        

and requirements to deployment, production, and      

continuous monitoring.  

 

Agile Project Management Software 
Agile Project Management Software facilitates the agile       

software development process by enabling teams to       

plan large-scale projects, collaborate, and track      

progress.  

 
Scaled Agile Software 
This is a relatively new tool category that is emerging          

for large-scale enterprises and government programs.      

A Scaled Agile Software pulls data from numerous        

Project Management Software instances, across     

multiple organizational units, to help executives and       

program managers plan, track progress, budget, and       

anticipate roadblocks. 

 

Version Control System 
A Version Control System (VCS) is simply a system         

that can track, manage change, and version source        

code. In this day-in-age, Git is the dominant protocol         

that we encourage teams to use unless there is a          

compelling reason to use a more traditional VCS, such         

as Perforce or Subversion.  

 
Automation Server 
An automation server is integrated with the Version        

Control System, and responds to events triggers, such        

as new code submissions, to initiate jobs such as         

source code testing, vulnerability scanning, artifact      

building, and source code deployments. Often these       

jobs functions are linked together into an automation        

pipeline for end-to-end building, testing, and      

deployment. 

 

Infrastructure Orchestration Platform 
These software tools enable infrastructure as code,       

whereby infrastructure such as virtual machines, load       

balancers, and network firewalls are created by running        

scripts, rather than through graphical interfaces.  
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Configuration Management Platform 
Configuration Management tools are capable of issuing       

commands to virtual machines to install packages and        

configuration files required for the target software. 

 

Container Orchestration Platform 
A Container Orchestration Platform, such as      

Kubernetes, schedules the operation of Docker      

containers, handles networking concerns between     

containers, and manages resource allocation of the       

underlying infrastructure. 

 

Kubernetes Cluster Management Platform  

Nowadays, it is common for an organization to run         

multiple Kubernetes clusters to serve various      

purposes. There are a number of managed Kubernetes        

Cluster Platforms offered by the major cloud providers,        

as well as Open Source Platforms, such as Rancher,         

which enables centralized, multi-cluster management.  

 

Vulnerability Scanner 
Vulnerability Scanners check applications’ source code      

and dependencies against databases of known      

vulnerabilities and threats to prevent an application       

from integrating potentially risky components. 
 
Static Code Analyzer 
Static code analyzers are language-specific tools that       

can measure code coverage and detect improper code        

formatting. Some analyzers can even detect memory       

leaks and poor concurrency patterns.  

 

Operational Analytics Platform 
Today, the effective development, testing,     

securitization, and operation of software requires the       

aggregation and analysis of mountains of data from the         

many systems layers involved. Often this requires       

multiple agents (reporters), and analytics platforms      

(analyzers) to be integrated with all operating       

environments. 

 
Event Notification Service 
With many systems working in concert, teams need to         

be notified of significant events in order to mitigate         

problems such as system failures or intrusion attempts.        

Therefore, alarms must be established for anomalous       

events, and an event notification service must be able         

to disseminate these alerts to team members’ desktop        

and mobile devices. 

 
Single Sign On Service 
In today’s threat landscape, it’s imperative to integrate        

all software in the DevOps toolchain with a Single Sign          

On Service to centralize identity and access       

management.  

 

[continued on next page]  
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Konture’s Top Tool Picks 

Our team has implemented or evaluated just about        

every major tool on the market. The following are our          

top recommendations for common use cases. 

 

Tool Category Konture’s Top Picks 

Agile Project 
Management 

Jira 
GitLab 

Scaled Agile Atlassian Align 

Version Control System GitLab 
GitHub 

Automation Server GitLab 
CircleCI 
DroneCI 

Infrastructure 
Orchestration 

Terraform 

Container Orchestration Kubernetes 
AWS Elastic Container Service 

Kubernetes Cluster 
Management 

Rancher 
Google Kubernetes Engine 

Configuration 
Management 

Ansible 
Chef 

Vulnerability Scanner Twistlock 
Sonarqube 

Static Code Analyzer Varies by programming 
language 

Operational Analytics 
Platform 

Splunk 
Prometheus + Grafana 
Elasticsearch + Kibana 

Event Notification 
Service 

PagerDuty 
Everbridge 

Single Sign On Service Okta 
OneLogin 

Conclusion 
To remain competitive in their respective markets,       

software development organizations need to embrace      

the DevOps paradigm to deliver quality software       

efficiently and effectively. Although DevOps is often       

used in reference to an individual’s role within an         

organization, Konture maintains that DevOps is a       

software development and delivery paradigm that      

brings together best practices from multiple functions       

within the software development lifecycle. Furthermore,      

these functions should be supported by the right tools         

and technology, which are integrated together, to help        

cross-functional teams collaborate across their     

respective disciplines. 

 

If you’re seeking a consulting partner to help achieve a          

complete DevOps transformation, Konture Technology     

Services has the experience and know-how to       

implement both the technical and cultural foundations       

necessary for success. 

 

To schedule a free consultation, please contact us at         

info@konture.io.  

 

Or, visit our website at https://konture.io.  
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